
Scaling up open source 
projects



Congratulations! You have good running 
open source project



But… how do I scale?



What does scaling mean?

Scaling means a project is able to…

➔ build a diverse and vibrant contributor/maintainer base

➔ enable 100s or 1000s of developers/users

➔ support a vendor ecosystem of 100s of products

Question: How can a project do that?
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What does diversity mean?

- Multiple organizations 
committing, no one 
organization more than 
40% of committers

- Committers from 
different races, 
genders, nationalities, 
locales, etc

A healthy project is a 
diverse one. How can a 
project do this? Percentage breakdown of contributions by company since Kubernetes project launch



First step is to measure

Being able to scale means knowing how 
the project operates. Without data, you 
don’t know where to begin.
Key data points to consider:

- Rate of contributions
- Number and diversity of contributors
- Collaboration and engagement in 

mailing lists, discussion groups, chat 
channels.

LFX Insights is a great tool to dig more 
into this.

LFX Insights

https://insights.lfx.linuxfoundation.org/


Build an on-ramp for new contributors

Contributors often aren’t sure how to best 
engage. Open source projects can feel 
intimidating to them.

Some ideas to make that on-ramp easier.

- Have a clear, concise contributors guide.
- Use the ‘good first issue’ tag on issues that 

are good ones for new contributors to 
tackle.

- Hold regular, open developer communities 
meetings that encourage potential and new 
contributors to engage the maintainers.

- Ensure maintainers are engaging potential 
contributors in a positive, encouraging way 
in pull requests, issues, and responding in 
online forums. Hyper Contributor’s Guide



Mentorships

Offering paid mentorships helps draw 
new contributors into the project tackle 
key issues. Mentorships are also a great 
onramp for new to industry developers to 
learn more and explore career 
opportunities.
● LFX Mentorship is a great place to 

run project funded mentorships
● If your project doesn’t have much 

funding, explore programs like 
Google Summer of Code and 
Outreachy

LFX Mentorship

https://lfx.linuxfoundation.org/tools/mentorship/
https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/
https://www.outreachy.org/


Recognize great contributors

Open source contributors and maintainers 
often feel underappreciated for the work 
they do. Additionally, contributors use the 
work they do in open source as a “portfolio” 
which helps grow their career.

● Recognize contributors in release 
notes to formally thank them.

● Develop a badging program using a 
tool like credly to let contributors 
showcase their community status.

● Give them some swag! Leverage tool 
like Spreadshop and give them some 
codes for free merchandise. 

https://info.credly.com/
https://www.spreadshop.com/


Communities have a lifecycle too

Sustainable open source projects aim to train the 
contributors of today to be the maintainers of 
tomorrow. With that, you need space for these new 
maintainers to step in for the maintainers of today.

Preparation for a project for this cycle should 
include

● Create clear documentation on processes 
and roles for things like releases, code 
contributions, and general decision making.

● Let new maintainers pair with existing 
maintainers to mentor them in the role

● Make sure current maintainers can step 
away from the project with minimal negative 
impacts. 

Source: The Open Source Contributor Funnel (or: Why People 
Don't Contribute To Your Open Source Project) | Mike McQuaid 

https://mikemcquaid.com/2018/08/14/the-open-source-contributor-funnel-why-people-dont-contribute-to-your-open-source-project/
https://mikemcquaid.com/2018/08/14/the-open-source-contributor-funnel-why-people-dont-contribute-to-your-open-source-project/


What does scaling mean?

Scaling means a project is able to…

➔ build a diverse and vibrant contributor/maintainer base

➔ enable 100s or 1000s of developers/users
➔ support a vendor ecosystem of 100s of products



What are the challenges someone wanting to use the code 
might have?

➔ How can I get started quickly?

➔ Where can I find some tips and tricks on common use cases?

➔ How can I showcase my competence ( and leverage that to build my career )?



Getting Started guides

Helping developers get up and running 
quickly is the most important indicator of 
success. 

● Make the instructions concise and 
easy to understand.

● Use videos to help

● Point developers to other resources 
to help them on the next steps.

ONNX Get Started Guide



Solid documentation

Good documentation unblocks developers and 
users to reduce frustration and become 
productive quickly.

Writing great technical documentation is a 
unique skill - consider bringing in someone.

● Hire a technical writer. A great resource 
for finding writers is Write the Docs. 

● Leverage a program such as Google 
Season of Docs.

● Use a tool like Read the Docs to as a 
framework for making documentation 
easy to read and navigate.

● Not everyone is a native English speaker. 
Consider internationalization for the 
documentation.

Fledge project documentation

https://www.writethedocs.org/
https://developers.google.com/season-of-docs
https://developers.google.com/season-of-docs


Outreach

There are millions of open source 
projects. Projects need to work to stand 
out.
● Write blog articles on a regular basis 

that outline development milestones 
and new feature/functionality.

● Create videos and share via social 
media of how to get started, sample 
use-cases.

● Present at events that are pertinent 
to your project.

● Do meetups and hackathons where 
potential contributors are.

Wikimedia Hackathon 2015 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Hackathon_2015_-_2100.jpg


Training and Certification

Organizations that want to use your 
project need to know there is talent out 
there to help them out. They also need to 
enable their own staff. 
● Develop formal training programs 

that cover the key aspects of using 
the project.

● Build a certification program that lets 
individuals showcase their skills in 
the technology.

LF Training is a great partner in 
developing training and certification 
programs.

https://training.linuxfoundation.org/


What does scaling mean?

Scaling means a project is able to…

➔ build a diverse and vibrant contributor/maintainer base
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Productization is part of the cycle of a sustainable project

Successful projects 
depend on members, 
developers, standards and 
infrastructure to develop 
products that the market 
will adopt.
Helping define that 
ecosystem makes it easier 
to bring products to market 
and end-users to adopt.
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Case Studies and User Stories

End-users look to other end-user experiences to 
help shape their decision making. 
Building a library of case studies and/or user 
stories showcases end-user use-cases, giving 
confidence to others of successful use of the 
project and business impacts.

LFN User Stories

https://lfnetworking.org/resources/user-stories/


Build a conformance program

Conformance programs enable the project to 
showcase an ecosystem of products and services 
leveraging the project. It also lets project ensure 
that there is interoperability between vendor 
solutions which gives end-users choice.

- Technical requirements defined by the 
community

- Program is administered by the project staff to 
ensure non-bias

- Vendors get use of exclusive marks and listing 
in a solution directory with equal footing with 
other solutions

- Projects may choose to provide additional 
benefits as they make sense for the 
ecosystem.

Examples of Conformance Programs with other Linux 
Foundation projects ( Zowe and Kubernetes )

https://www.openmainframeproject.org/all-projects/zowe/conformance
https://www.cncf.io/certification/software-conformance/


Read more on project success

● Case Studies - Linux Foundation 

● CNCF Project Journey Reports

https://linuxfoundation.org/case-studies/
https://www.cncf.io/reports/?_sft_lf-report-type=project-journey


Thank You!


